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**ABSTRACT**

To accurately identify and track objects over its territories, the US military must regularly monitor and calibrate its 80+ C-band radar tracking stations distributed around the world. Unfortunately, only two calibration satellites are currently in service, and both have been operating well past their operational lifetimes. Losing either satellite will result in a community of users that no longer has a reliable means of radar performance monitoring and calibration. This paper not only presents the first radar calibration satellite in a CubeSat form factor, but also demonstrates the ability of a university student team to address an urgent operational need at very low cost while simultaneously providing immense educational value. Our CubeSat is named Ho'oponopono (“to make right” in Hawaiian), an appropriate name for a calibration satellite. The government-furnished payload suite consists of a C-band transponder, GPS unit, and associated antennas, all housed in a 3U CubeSat form factor. Ho'oponopono was the basis for the University of Hawaii’s participation in the AFOSR University Nanosat-6 Program, a rigorous two-year satellite design and fabrication competition. Ho'oponopono was also selected by NASA as a participant in its CubeSat Launch Initiative for an upcoming launch.

**MISSION OVERVIEW**

Accurately tracking objects of interest over US territories using radar has been and will continue to be an important issue related to national security. As in any high-precision instrument, verifying a radar station’s ability to accurately track objects requires a calibration process.

Although radar calibration methods have existed for many years, satellite calibration has numerous advantages over these other methods. A boresight tower, for example, lacks the dynamic characteristics of an orbiting satellite, making it an unrealistic target. Aircraft targets, while dynamic, are limited in calibrating multiple radar stations simultaneously. Multipath problems are essentially eliminated with satellites due to their high elevation angles as well.

Since 1969, there have been five different Radar Performance Monitoring (RPM) satellites: GEOS-B, GEOS-C, GEOSAT, Radar Calibration (RADCAL), and DMSP F-15\textsuperscript{1,2}. RADCAL was the first satellite dedicated to RPM and launched from a Scout rocket in 1993 with the primary mission of providing calibration data for numerous Department of Defense C-band radar systems distributed around the world\textsuperscript{3}. To carry out these calibrations, RADCAL carries two C-band transponders, a dual-frequency Doppler beacon transmitting at 150 and 400 MHz, and a tracking, telemetry, and control unit. In an effort to standardize the procedures required to make use of a GPS-based system as a backup orbital determination system, two Trimble TANS Quadrex, non-military GPS receivers were also put onboard as a secondary, experimental payload.

Commissioned under a one-year contract-to-launch schedule, RADCAL is currently operating over 15 years past its expected lifetime and has had higher power degradations over the years, making it more evident that a replacement system will soon be needed\textsuperscript{4}. DMSP-15, launched in 1999, is operating eight years beyond its expected lifetime.

In total, 13 tri-service agencies, NASA, and international major range organizations located in 23 geographic locations supporting 109 radars and 80+ user programs are supported by RADCAL and DMSP F-15\textsuperscript{5}. This high volume of users, coupled with the likelihood of the current RADCAL satellite failing any day, further motivates the need of a replacement system.

The Joint Space Operations Center, for example, is a RADCAL beneficiary whose calibration needs are crucial given that its Space Situational Awareness Operations Cell maintains space data and performs satellite screenings for all man-made objects orbiting Earth to mitigate satellite collisions\textsuperscript{6,7}. 
This paper presents the first RADCAL solution packaged in a CubeSat form factor (Figure 1), designed entirely by a team of students at the University of Hawaii (UH). Appropriately named for its calibration mission, Ho’oponopono (“to make right” in the Hawaiian language) is currently in the final stages of development for launch to address an imminent operational need.

TRANSPONDER-BASED TRACKING
Conventional skin radar methods using pulse and continuous (i.e., Doppler) tracking have been employed for decades. While Ho’oponopono can be used for skin tracking, it is also capable of transponder-based radar tracking as well.

A transponder-based radar system works as follows: after being interrogated by the appropriate radar signal sequence, the on-board transponder sends back a regener-ated, amplified version of the received signal, essentially acting as a microwave repeater. A non-coherent transponder entails a frequency shift in the response signal, while a coherent transponder entails no frequency shift. Compared to skin radar, a transponder-based system has the advantage of operating as a point-tracking source.

Another advantage of using transponder-based radar tracking is higher received power. The power returned to a skin-tracking radar is given by

\[ P(\text{transponder}) = \frac{P_t G A_g}{4\pi R^2} \]  

where \( P_t \) = peak transmitting power of radar station; \( G \) = transponder antenna gain; \( A_g \) = effective aperture (area) of radar station antenna; \( g \) = gain of transponder amplifier; and \( R \) = distance between radar station and transponder.

The output power required from a transponder, on the other hand, is given by

\[ P(\text{transponder}) = \frac{P_0 G_t A_g}{4\pi R^2} \]  

where \( P_0 \) = peak transmitting power of radar station; \( G_t \) = transponder antenna gain; \( A_g \) = effective aperture (area) of radar station antenna; \( g \) = gain of transponder amplifier; and \( R \) = distance between radar station and transponder.

Another unique transponder characteristic is code spacing, a security and identification mechanism designed to restrict and limit interrogation responses to intended users. This is implemented by configuring the transponder to respond to a specific signal sequence, e.g., a pulse signal of predetermined length repeated twice in a given time interval. This same methodology is used in aircraft transponders, which operate in several different modes, depending on the received signal’s code spacing.

Consider a transponder configured to respond to the interrogation signal shown in Figure 2, for example. In this scenario, the transponder responds if and only if the two pulse signals are 0.8 µs long and 2.0 µs apart, and ignores all other interrogations.

CALIBRATION VIA GPS
The primary purpose of radar calibration is to identify measurement biases and anomalous performance of radar stations. Skin-tracking radar, which dates back to World War II, involves tracking and monitoring an object of interest by various radar stations distributed
Throughout the world, the tracking data is then sent to a processing site, where the orbital data is computed.4

A more recent evolution in orbital determination uses GPS receivers, particularly for satellites in LEO. Instead of relying on multiple Doppler stations to carry out the scheduling, tracking, and data transferring and processing, satellites with onboard GPS receivers can instead directly compute their own positions. The benefits of using a GPS receiver for orbital determination over ground Doppler stations include possible higher ephemeris accuracy and eliminating the reliance on numerous Doppler ground stations.3,4

To accurately determine the location of an object using GPS, it is crucial that the GPS satellites know their own location, since all positional data is calculated with reference to the position of the GPS satellites. To do this, the GPS operational control segment collects tracking measurements on the GPS satellites using various tracking stations around the world. The data collected from those tracking measurements is then processed and estimates are then used to form “navigation messages”, which are uplinked to the appropriate GPS satellites. Any GPS receivers within range of those GPS satellites will then receive these “navigation messages” that tells the users where the satellites are and they can then determine their own relative position.4

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Once Ho’oponopono is in orbit and within its required 10-degree pointing accuracy, the calibration process can take place. For the sake of simplicity, the entire process is described in two parts: experimental and ephemeris data collection.

The experimental data collection process begins with a calibration request from a radar station to the RADCAL coordinator at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). VAFB generates an interrogation schedule that is then sent to Ho‘oponopono’s ground station for uplinking. Creating interrogation schedules is crucial to ensure the transponder is not activated more than the five interrogations per day allotted by Ho‘oponopono’s power budget. The timing for the interrogation is derived using Two-Line Element (TLE) set calculations that help the station estimate when and where Ho‘oponopono will pass. Once Ho‘oponopono is within line-of-sight of the radar station, the interrogation process takes place.

The ephemeris data collection occurs simultaneously and begins with Ho‘oponopono collecting GPS data using its zenith-facing GPS antenna. This GPS data is downlinked to Ho‘oponopono’s ground station, and made available to VAFB and the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA). After processing the GPS orbital data, NGA makes the data available to a select group of users on the Internet, including the radar station requesting calibration.

After collecting both sets of experimental and ephemeris data, the radar station can correlate the two and quantify the accuracy of their system at identifying Ho‘oponoopono’s position, and implement its calibration algorithms as needed.

HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

At the root of Ho‘oponoopono’s design are its system-level requirements. Its mission success criteria includes a set of requirements, most of which are customer-driven, that includes, but is not limited to:

- Collecting and disseminating ephemeris data with a minimum accuracy of 5 meters, which is the worst-case accuracy of the current RADCAL satellite.4
- Activating the C-band transponder only prior to each requested use and deactivating it immediately thereafter. This is to ensure that power is not unnecessarily being consumed during non-interrogation periods.3
- Operating the C-band transponder in both daylight and eclipse.
- Providing up to five transponder activations per day, every day for one year. The limitation is based on onboard power generation and storage.
- Ensuring a pointing accuracy of ±10° within nadir. This is to ensure appropriate pointing of transponder and telemetry antennas for data uplinking and downlinking, beacon transmission, and transponder interrogations. This also ensures efficient GPS data collection for the zenith-facing GPS antenna.
- Collecting both L1 and L2 pseudorange and carrier phase measurements at a 30-second data rate, which is adequate for the required ephemeris collection.

As a participant in the AFOSR University Nanosatellite Program (UNP), Ho‘oponoopono’s design is also constrained to program requirements that include:14

- Withstanding a static loading of 20 G’s in both directions along all three principal axes of the satellite (x, y, z). Factors of safety (FOS) for the yield and ultimate loading cases shall not be lower than 2.0 and 2.6, respectively.
- Satellite structure must have a fundamental frequency of at least 100 Hz to ensure sufficient rigidity to survive a launch environment.
- Batteries must be contained in a battery box for thermal and structural protection.
During ascent to orbit, air must be permitted to vent from the satellite in a manner that does not create excessive and potentially damaging depresurization forces.

Other constraints, e.g., fastener torque levels, must also be met as requirements set forth by NASA\(^{15}\), which is providing Ho’oponopono’s launch.

**SYSTEM DESIGN**

The elegance of Ho’oponopono’s design is evident in comparing its ~3.5 kg mass to the original RADCAL satellite’s 89 kg mass, all while having identical mission objectives. Additional advantages of Ho’oponopono’s CubeSat implementation include significant reductions in development and launch cost.

Comprised of six essential subsystems, Ho’oponopono’s design is conservative enough to fit a 3U CubeSat form-factor, yet comprehensive enough to incorporate important secondary features to ensure mission success. Its six subsystems are payload (PLD), attitude determination and control (ADCS), communications (COM), electrical power (EPS), command and data handling (CDH), and structure (STR).

Figure 3 is a block diagram of Ho’oponopono’s subsystems showing their electrical connectivity through a common system bus.

**Payload Subsystem**

The PLD subsystem consists of a Herley MD2000C-1, a non-coherent transponder module that has a volume and mass of 13.8 cm\(^3\) and 425 g, respectively. It operates using 22–32 VDC, and has an internal power supply that stabilizes transient voltages to the normal operating range. The transponder operates between 5.4–5.9 GHz, and is connected to a QHTF99R-5768 C-band quadrifilar helix antenna from the Antenna Development Corporation (Figure 4).

The PLD subsystem also includes a NovAtel OEMV-2-L1L2-F GPS unit and Antcom 1.9G1215A-XSO-2 antenna that are used for GPS data collection. The GPS unit, which runs on 3.3 VDC and has a mass of 56 g, is integrated on a printed circuit board (PCB) with a dsPIC33F microcontroller.

![Figure 3: Block Diagram of Ho'oponopono System](image-url)
Figure 4: C-band Quadrifilar Helix Antenna

**Attitude Determination & Control Subsystem**

Ho’oponopono uses the Earth’s gravity field to point its COM and PLD antennas in the nadir direction via a deployable gravity-gradient (GG) boom and attached endmass, shown in Figure 5. Unlike active-control schemes, gravity-gradient stabilization methods do not require a feedback control loop to adjust control torques to meet pointing objectives and therefore consume little power and do not require the design of a controller. A passive attitude control system design therefore tends to be simpler than an active one. However, a downside to GG stabilization is that a deployable is required, which introduces reliability concerns and requires extensive testing.

A 1-m deployable GG boom with an 80-g aluminum endmass (Figure 5) have been developed and successfully deployed in a 1-G environment. Modifications to this 1-m boom design are planned for the flight unit to allow the GG boom to have a 3-m extension, augmenting Ho’oponopono’s pitch and roll inertia by over 200 times the retracted inertia about the pitch and roll axes to approximately 1.2 kg-m².

![Figure 5: Ho’oponopono with GG boom Extended](image)

Preliminary results indicate that this increase in inertia sufficiently reduces the nadir pointing error. Special consideration was taken to ensure the GG boom tether does not blossom due to vibration and to ensure little friction in the GG boom reel during extension. To overcome these issues, radial bearings are used as rollers that “cage” the tether in the radial direction yet provide a negligible tangential force that is nearly independent of the radial force. Although GG stabilization tests have not yet been performed due to their high difficulty, the design has been validated through simulation.

Figure 6: ADCS Subsystem

In the event that Ho’oponopono stabilizes in the wrong orientation, an EC 45 Flat motor reaction wheel from Maxon™, shown in Figure 6, will rotate Ho’oponopono to the proper attitude. The motor is controlled by a Maxon DEC 24/2 speed controller that is integrated onto a custom PCB. A machined aluminum tape guide ensures that the boom extends along Ho’oponopono’s long axis.

For attitude determination, Ho’oponopono uses an Invensense ITG3200 three-axis gyro to measure rotation rates, a Honeywell HMC5843 magnetometer to measure the magnetic field at the location of the satellite, and six OSI Optoelectronics S-100 photodiodes that act as sun sensors. Much of the development of the Kalman filter used to carry out these measurements is based on previous work done in this area.

Prior to deployment of the GG boom, Ho’oponopono must detumble to a low enough angular velocity to ensure that the GG boom will not buckle due to the deceleration as it is extended. Although an arbitrary number of conditions can be chosen to determine when the satellite has sufficiently detumbled, a velocity was chosen that corresponds to the satellite being captured in the GG field.

A MATLAB program was written to iteratively calculate the angular velocity norm. Figure 7 shows that an
angular velocity norm of approximately 0.645 deg/s is needed prior to extending the boom for GG capture in Ho’oponopono’s tentatively planned 325-km orbit. Since the detumbling velocity for GG capture should be greater than the 0.066 deg/s orbit angular velocity, this indicates that the boom length is sufficient for the detumbling velocity requirement.

After the hysteresis rods detumble the satellite, they are further required to dampen the oscillation of the satellite after the GG boom is extended. A thorough calculation has been performed and estimates an additional day is required for Ho’oponopono to stabilize within its required 10-degree pointing accuracy.

**Communications Subsystem**

Figure 8 shows the COM subsystem block diagram, with COM components in blue and supporting CDH components in orange. The COM subsystem includes a Microhard MHX2420-FT S-band radio with associated patch antenna and an AstroDev Neon-1 (Ne-1) UHF beacon with a quarter-wave monopole antenna. The COM subsystem is one of three subsystem PCBs in the PCB stack, the other two being the PLD and EPS subsystem PCBs. The PCB stack is connected through the system (SYS) bus, which is a 120-pin PC-104 connector.

The radio and beacon are controlled by CDH’s supporting hardware, which includes the Microchip dsPIC33F microcontroller, Texas Instruments (TI) TCA9539 I/O expander, TI SN65HVD233 CAN driver, and the Microchip SST25VF032B flash memory. The dsPIC33F microcontroller controls the beaconing of SYS health data through the Ne-1 and the receive/transmit of data through the MHX2420. The MHX2420 receives uplinks of radar interrogation schedules as well as command and control data while transmitting collected GPS ephemeris data and satellite state of health.

COM, PLD, and SYS level requirements are the lead driving factors of the design. The COM subsystem requirements include having inhibits that prevent RF emission before deployment with a 45-minute delay, supporting sufficient uplink and downlink margins for all mission data elements, adhering to all spectrum licensing requirements, and ceasing all radio transmission at end of life.
The MHX2420-FT is a 2.4-GHz frequency-hopping spread-spectrum radio. The MHX2420 operates in the 2.4–2.4835 GHz range, and outputs 1 W of RF power with a required supplied voltage of 5 VDC. COM operates the MHX2420 radio at a link rate of 57.6 Kbits per second to ensure adequate data bandwidth for the collected PLD GPS data, as described next.

Ho’oponopono’s mission requirements include collecting both L1 and L2 pseudorange and carrier phase measurements every 30 seconds. The OEMV-2 outputs a Range Compressed data format, which contains the mission-critical GPS ephemeris data. The nominal case of ten GPS satellites in view equates to a package size of 359 bytes collected every 30 seconds or 1,033 Kbytes of data per day. A minimum case of four GPS satellites in view gives a package size of 191 bytes, which is 550 Kbytes per day. Given the nominal case of 1,033 Kbytes per day, the COM radio link rate of 57.6 Kbits per second takes 2.4 minutes of downlink time per day. A link rate of 57.6 Kbits per second is an ideal data rate assuming Ho’oponopono’s satellite passes average 5 to 10 minutes per pass.

The S-band microstrip patch antenna, shown in Figure 9, was designed to meet the required RF specifications. The patch is fabricated on a Rogers 4350B substrate with a thickness of 60 mils and relative permittivity of 3.66. A Digi-key J611-ND MCX RF connector was soldered at the feed point of the antenna.

Figure 10 shows the measured return loss (S11) of the patch antenna using a network analyzer and confirms the operating range to be 2.40–2.44 GHz. Additional return loss measurements at the C-band transponder frequencies confirm sufficient isolation at these frequencies, i.e., that the transponder doesn’t unintentionally jam the S-band radio.

To measure the gain of the antenna, two identical patch antennas were fabricated and placed 1 m apart. One antenna was connected to a local oscillator transmitting at 13 dBm while the local oscillator frequency was varied over the range of 2.40–2.44 GHz. The received power was recorded and cable losses were taken into account. The Friis transmission formula was used to solve for the antenna gain. Maximum gain over the operable range of the antenna was found to be 5.31 dBi. Figures 11 and 12 show the measured radiation patterns.
The AstroDev Neon-1 (Ne-1) is a miniature beacon used as a backup communication system capable of low data rates. The Ne-1 beacon is capable of transmitting between 434–438 MHz; Ho’oponopono’s exact beacon frequency is pending our assignment of a frequency license. The beacon has an RF output of 0.8 W with a DC power consumption of approximately 2.4 W. The beacon communicates using AX.25 packet protocols or also configurable CW modes. Once Ho’oponopono is inserted into orbit and the batteries are charged, CDH commands on the beacon to inform ground users of its health status. The Ne-1 is capable of sending a packet size of 250 bytes, which will be used to send state-of-health data such as temperatures, voltages, currents, and operation modes of critical components.

The beacon link budget was conducted at multiple elevation angles for a 325-km orbit altitude. The link budget calculations assume an Ne-1 beacon RF output power of 0.8 W transmitting to UH’s UHF ground station. The downlink margins for the best- and worst-case scenarios are summarized in Table 1. The best-case downlink margin assumes a 2-dB beacon antenna gain, 1-dB line loss, 3-dB polarization and propagation loss, and 1-dB implementation loss.

Other uplink data that may be required is the reprogramming of a dsPIC33F microcontroller. The dsPIC-33F microcontroller has a program flash of 128 Kbytes. This would take on the order of 2.2 seconds to uplink with a data rate of 57.6 Kbits per second.

### Table 1: Beacon Link Budget Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>325 km Orbit</th>
<th>Downlink Margin (best-case)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10° elevation angle</td>
<td>8.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20° elevation angle</td>
<td>13.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30° elevation angle</td>
<td>17.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° elevation angle</td>
<td>29.4 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electrical Power Subsystem

The EPS is designed to meet the power requirement needs of the various commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components distributed throughout Ho’oponopono’s system bus. The ability to activate the Herley MD2000C-1 transponder five times per day, along with the transponder’s 7-W power requirement, were driving factors to implement a large power margin as well. A block diagram of Ho’oponopono’s EPS is shown in Figure 13.
Power is generated through use of Emcore 609147-BE Triple-Junction Monolithic Diode (BTJM) solar cells with 28% efficiency. This relatively new photovoltaic technology offers improved radiation hardness while reducing the required surface area coverage and increasing the potential mission lifetime as well. Six solar cells are distributed along three of Ho’oponoono’s four lateral faces. A 2.4-GHz deployable patch antenna mounted to the remaining lateral face limits the surface area to fit four cells, for a total cell count of 22. The cells along each solar panel are arranged in pairs that are wired in series. These pairs are then all connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 14.

The output from each solar panel is fed to a Maxim MAX1709 DC/DC converter with 90% efficiency, which is integrated on the inside of each panel. The output from the MAX1709 converter is controlled using its feedback pin and a Maxim DS3901 variable resistor, whose voltage divider resistance values are chosen to provide a constant 4.35 VDC. This output voltage powers a MAX8934D Li+/Li-Poly linear battery charger.

The battery charger, which features temperature-monitoring capabilities during periods of charging and discharging, provides a range of voltages (3–4.35 VDC) and has three output options. The ‘Always-On Linear Regulator Output’ pin provides a constant 3.3 VDC with 30 mA, which powers the EPS dsPIC33F microcontroller. The ‘System Supply Output’ is the other pin that is used to output either a regulated (3–4.2 VDC) Li-Poly battery voltage or a regulated 4.35 VDC.

The RAW output voltage from the MAX8934D battery charger is fed to three converters to provide 3.3 VDC, 5 VDC, and 28 VDC, and also supplied to the system bus for distribution to COM, PLD, and ADCS. The Texas Instruments TPS62046 DC/DC converter outputs 3.3 VDC and has a maximum output current of 1.2 A. The MAX1709 DC/DC converter boosts the RAW voltage up to 5 VDC with a maximum output current of 5 A. Two TPS61175 DC/DC converters are cascaded in series to provide the 28 VDC and 7 W required for the Herley MD2000C-1 transponder module.

The EPS Microchip dsPIC33F microcontroller, when used in normal operations, is able to implement peak power tracking through control of the DS3901 variable resistor. Further research is needed to determine the necessity for peak power tracking. In the event that the EPS batteries discharge to non-operational levels, the dsPIC33F maintains control by operating the satellite system in a “power save” mode until the batteries charge to a nominal level.

Power is stored using 15 COTS Tenergy Li-Polymer 3.7-V 1150-mAh batteries. These batteries are spot welded together in parallel and provide 3–4.2 VDC, depending on their level of discharge, with a storage capability of 62 Wh.

Ho’oponoono’s battery box is a machined aluminum enclosure with six exterior venting holes covered with a fine-weaved mesh material for venting and electrolyte leakage prevention. An 0.08-inch-thick Nomex35 absorbent material is used to fill all internal voids as well as contain any electrolyte leakage, while a fuse and thermistor are implemented for safety and ground servicing. This design follows all UNP-6 requirements.

Two identical inhibit schemes, also shown in Figure 13, have also been implemented as a UNP-6 requirement to prevent prelaunch electrical activity. Each inhibit scheme consists of four Panasonic TX2SL-LT-4.5V-TH relays. The first set of relays is deactivated once Ho’oponoono separates from its Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) and a Cherry E62-60K separation switch is no longer depressed. The second set is deactivated by the EPS microcontroller once the battery is charged to a required level.

To ensure that Ho’oponoono will operate properly throughout mission operations, the EPS features power-monitoring capabilities that not only detect flags and alerts of the MAX8934D battery charger and various voltage converters, but also monitors the Li-Polymer battery and bus voltage lines. The DS2782 battery monitor measures a fuel gauge of the batteries charge levels to ensure proper cell management. A MAX6652 voltage monitor is also implemented to measure the 3.3, 5, and 28 VDC lines.

**Command and Data Handling Subsystem**

The basis of Ho’oponoono’s CDH architecture is UH’s CubeSat Stackable Interface (CSI)\(^{36-37}\), which was developed to provide a cleaner EPS subsystem. CSI minimizes the need for a complex wiring scheme to distribute voltages across a PCB stack by providing standardized voltages across a common bus. CSI uses the PCI-104 standard that not only provides a robust connection, but also fits within a 1U CubeSat form fac-
A key feature of CSI is the option to place addressable I/O expanders on each board in the stack to be accessed by an I2C bus, which allows for remote access for a multitude of I/O in the system. The further addition of on/off switches controlled by this I/O expander allows for a remote power management system that is controlled by two lines across CSI as shown in Figure 15.

CSI also supports four levels of data communication as shown in Figure 16. At the lowest level, 32 digital I/O pins allow for point-to-point communications between devices on the bus. Four UART channels form a secondary level of point-to-point communication. The main communication bus uses Controller Area Network (CAN) for robust data transfer. CAN uses an arbitration system that minimizes collisions on the network and also allows for low-power data transfer by taking advantage of differential signaling. CSI also supports USB channels that are not used in Ho’oponopono.

The CAN bus allows multiple nodes to communicate using a wait-on-send approach. There are predetermined time slots in which a transfer can occur, and at the beginning of these time slots is an arbitration period in which each device on the bus wanting to transmit sends its message identifier. In arbitration, if two or more devices wish to start a transfer at the same time slot, each device will start transmitting its arbitration sequence and the higher priority message will be sent. Each message type has its own unique label in arbitration ensuring that no collisions will occur.

CDH relies on supporting component hardware to maintain control of each subsystem. CDH’s component integrated circuits (ICs) include: the Microchip dsPIC33F microcontroller, Texas Instruments (TI) TCA9539 I/O expander, TI SN65HVD233 CAN driver, and the Microchip SST25VF032B flash memory. The microcontroller selected from the Microchip dsPIC33F family is the dsPICFJ128MC804 which has an on-chip flash program memory of 128 Kbytes, supports one I2C, two UART, and two SPI digital communication peripherals. This microcontroller also supports an enhanced CAN module that has up to eight transmit and up to 32 receive buffers. TI TCA9539 I/O expanders each have a low standby-current consumption of 3 μA while also each featuring 18 5-V tolerant I/O ports. Using the I2C protocol, these I/O expanders give the EPS microcontroller remote access to all of its I/Os across the CSI bus. Selected to operate in especially harsh environments, the TI SN65HVD233 CAN drivers provide transmit and receive capabilities between the differential CAN bus and CAN controllers, with signaling rates up to 1 Mbps. Ho’oponopono’s CAN drivers manage the robust CAN bus ensuring a clean bus for data transfer between the subsystem microcontrollers. CDH has two Microchip SST25VF032B flash memories, featuring a four-wire, SPI-compatible interface, having each 32 Mbits of flash memory.
An important aspect of CDH is the ability to ensure sufficient data storage as this is the driving factor in Ho’oponopono’s mission. The primary payload data is the GPS ephemeris that will be stored on Microchip SST25V032B memory chips. These flash memory chips, in conjunction with the Microchip dsPIC33F’s internal memory, allow 64 Mbits of data¹⁴ to be stored which, in the extreme case of each GPS packet being 847 bytes, allows 9904 packets to be stored. At a GPS ephemeris collection rate of 30 seconds per packet, Ho’oponopono can store up to 3.4 days worth of data.

Ho’oponopono’s CDH software is based on a four-level programming model for the subsystem microcontrollers distributed across the CSI bus.

Structure Subsystem

From a general standpoint, the structural subsystem of Ho’oponopono must fulfill the basic requirements of a satellite structure, namely surviving launch loads and the on-orbit environment. Being a 3U CubeSat, the structural subsystem must match the CubeSat form factor, allowing it to be deployed from the PPOD. Accordingly, the overall structural envelope and mass properties were made to conform to the Cal Poly standard⁴⁵. Beyond these requirements, the satellite structure is responsible for providing appropriate mounting points both internally and externally for the other subsystems.

Ho’oponopono’s structure was designed with subsystem and UNP requirements in mind. Beyond strength requirements, mission and program requirements were followed which dictated the placement of various subsystems and components such as the payload and communications antennas. To this end, the C-band transponder antenna needed to be mounted to one end of the 3U CubeSat with the GPS antenna on the opposing end. Additionally, the need for an S-band patch antenna as well as a radio beacon antenna meant that a deployable mechanism was required.

The first option explored was to use a COTS CubeSat Kit structure from Pumpkin⁴⁶. However, the mounting locations of the COTS structure were not sufficient for our payload or PCB stack, and so extensive modification and/or adapting of the structure with custom mounting brackets would have been required.

It was therefore deemed necessary to create a custom CubeSat structure to fit the mission needs. For this purpose, the structure from a previous UH CubeSat, Ho’okele, was used as inspiration⁴⁷. The basic chassis design consists of four walls: two are flat and two are bracket-shaped, having right angle tabs where the flat walls attach to hold the two sides together. End brackets enclose the CubeSat structure.

The structural design was performed primarily via SolidWorks CAD. Existing models of payload components and other subsystems were used to design the encompassing satellite structure. The process was highly iterative, with unforeseen requirements and conflicts continually arising that required design modification or,
in some cases, complete redesign of certain parts. Placement of subsystem mounting locations required input and feedback from the various subsystem teams and systems engineers. Along with the aforementioned antenna placement requirements, subsystem input was needed to determine the PCB stack order and placement, along with payload location and orientation.

Another consideration in this area was cabling, as the four antennas on Ho'oponopono required extensive RF and power cable routing along the interior of the satellite. The exterior of the structure also needed to mount solar panels.

Finally, the deployables were sited in accordance with COM and ACS subsystem requirements for deploying the patch antenna and gravity gradient boom, respectively.

Ho'ponopo'ono's chassis took all of these requirements into consideration and was designed to be an aluminum skeleton that provided strength and support while also minimizing overall mass and balance. Figure 18 shows a CAD model of the finished structural assembly. The similarities of our basic chassis design to the CubeSat Kit can be noted, as well as the need for an entirely custom satellite structure to meet our mission and program requirements.

Several standards and rules of thumb guided the development of the design. First, only mil-spec fasteners were used. Due to the size and intricacy of our structural design, mostly #4-40 screws were utilized. Mil-spec deformed thread lock nuts were also chosen to ensure fastener retention. Second, nutted joints were utilized for all critical structural joints, namely those joining chassis components. For non-critical joints, tapped holes and Helicoil inserts were used. A minimum of five threads of engagement was required for each non-critical joint, meaning that components less than 1/8 inch thick would not be tapped.

After finalizing a structural design meeting all internal requirements, SolidWorks FEA simulations were used for dynamic and stress analyses to ensure the design met UNP strength requirements. Simulations of each of the six loading scenarios dictated by the UNP (20 G’s: +/- x, +/- y, +/- z) were performed. Table 2 summarizes the results of these simulations, and shows minimum yield and ultimate FOS values of 4.90 and 5.52, respectively. These values exceed the 2.0 yield and 2.6 ultimate FOS values prescribed by the UNP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inertial Loads (G’s)</th>
<th>Factor of Safety (FOS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20.0</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20.0</td>
<td>13.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>13.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20.0</td>
<td>13.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19 shows the results of the x-direction load case simulated with all stress levels indicated by the color code. A SolidWorks frequency simulation found the fundamental frequency of Ho'oponopono’s structure to be 1.6 kHz.

To meet the UNP depressurization requirement, six venting holes were placed in the sides of the battery box. A venting analysis was performed to ensure that the battery box depressurized with a FOS of at least 2.0, per the UNP requirement. This analysis was guided by an AIAA publication regarding Space Shuttle payload venting. An FOS of 24 was calculated for the lid of the battery box and an FOS of 105 was calculated for the box itself. Figure 20 shows the result of an accompanying FEA simulation.
All structural components were milled out of 6061-T6 aluminum except the deployable patch antenna cradle hinge, which was machined out of brass for solderability. For the larger and more intricate parts, such as chassis walls and brackets, a CNC mill was used. Some smaller parts were machined by hand for the engineering design unit, with the intention of machining all flight parts on a CNC machine.

Figure 19: Static Load FEA Simulation Showing Stress Levels on Ho'oponopono’s Structure

Figure 20: SolidWorks FEA Simulation Showing Depressurization-Induced Stresses

Fasteners, having been specified from the CAD assembly for type, size, and length, were ordered from Arizona Industrial Hardware. Assembly of the satellite chassis as well as subsystem and payload mounting were performed according to an internal assembly procedure document. Specific torque levels for fasteners were imparted using a Snap-On QDRIVER3 torque screwdriver. Fit checks revealed that all subsystem components fit within tolerances. Additionally, a fit check of the satellite bus within a P-POD prototype demonstrated similar compliance.

TESTING

Ho'oponopono will undergo vibration testing to simulate expected launch loads. A maximum acceleration of 20 G’s is assumed, in accordance with UNP requirements. NASA requirements also dictate that Ho'oponopono have no observable yield failure at a loading of 22 G’s and no observable ultimate failure at 25 G’s.

Although higher fidelity thermal tests are planned, a preliminary, spherical model analysis was carried out with presumed steady-state temperature fluctuations of -66 °C in eclipse to 76 °C in the sun. In-flight temperature measurements from previous Cal Poly CubeSats, however, suggest that the actual temperature range will be closer to 0 °C in eclipse and 70 °C in the sun. A higher fidelity Thermal Desktop model is being developed to determine whether these temperature ranges are accurate.

Qualification testing of structural parts has yet to be performed but test plans have been conceived of and are being finalized with the guidance of NASA environmental testing standards.

Tests are planned to measure the radiation pattern of the S-band patch antenna when fully integrated onto the satellite structure. Thorough testing of the monopole antenna will also ensure proper operations of the Ne-1 beacon when Ho'oponopono is detumbling or stabilized in orbit.

A series of tests are planned to validate the performance and functionality of the voltage converters, battery charger, and batteries of Ho’oponopono’s EPS. A load board, shown in Figure 21, made with an array of LEDs was designed to act as a variable load that will mock different load scenarios, e.g., transponder interrogations.

Figure 21: EPS Testing Load Board

Electromagnetic interference tests will also be conducted to characterize the effects of Ho’oponopono’s RF and electrical sources.
UNP INVOLVEMENT AND FUTURE LAUNCH

Ho'oponopono and its mission were the basis for UH’s participation in the 2009-2011 UNP-6, an Air Force-funded satellite design and fabrication competition. In completing this rigorous, two-year competition, Ho’oponoono’s design went through a six-level review process (Proposal Merit Review, Systems Concept Review, Systems Requirements Review, Preliminary Design Review, Critical Design Review, Proto-qualification Review) that was judged by DoD, NASA, and industrial reviewers. Throughout these reviews, Ho’oponoono’s design was judged on its technical merit, educational merit, and feasibility. Independent design evaluations were also held with review boards consisting of engineers from Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems and InDyne Inc.

After the final UNP Flight Competition Review in January 2011, the team brought home the Most Improved and Third Place Awards. Knowing beforehand that the UNP would only select one nanosatellite for launch by the Space Test Program, UH chose to fulfill its mission within a CubeSat form factor so that it could pursue other launch opportunities if it didn’t win first place. In fact, this was our philosophy behind choosing a CubeSat mission for UNP-3 as well. This strategy paid off when in February 2011, NASA announced that Ho’oponoono was one of 20 CubeSats selected to fly as auxiliary cargo onboard rockets planned to launch in 2011 and 2012 as part of the Educational Launch of Nanosatellites Program, and is tentatively manifested for an August 2012 launch as part of the Commercial Resupply Services payload aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. The tentative launch parameters include a 350 km elliptical orbit with 51° ± 2° inclination.

EDUCATIONAL VALUE

One of the most notable aspects of the Ho’oponoono project is that while it is faculty-guided, it is predominantly student-driven. In fact, undergraduate students have led the development efforts for all seven of UH’s eight CubeSat projects to date. This is directly in line with the goals of the UNP: ensuring students are the ones leading all facets of the project, from program management, to the design, fabrication, and testing of a full-fledged satellite. Students are also required to follow meticulous documentation guidelines, as well as create and submit deliverables that they must present to professional reviewers. Students have also made several presentations to Air Force officials both at the UH campus and VAFB. This all provides for valuable experiences that few engineering students can appreciate – a taste of the common practices in government and industry projects and a jump start on practical engineering experience.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the first radar calibration satellite in a CubeSat form factor, demonstrating the ability of a university student team to address an urgent operational need at very low cost while simultaneously providing immense educational value. Design considerations for all of the major subsystems were discussed, in the context of meeting the requirements for this mission. Our team is approximately one year away from launch, and we are certain that we’ll be learning as much in that upcoming one year as we have in the past two years designing the satellite.
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